Dendritic spines were discovered by Santiago Ramó n y Cajal in 1888, in his first article published with the Golgi Method ". . . the surface . . . appears bristling with thorns or short spines." This is the first reference to dendritic spines in his work, but it is not the only one. He also made important observations that are still topics of research. These include the distribution of dendritic spines along the neuronal tree (Ramó n y Cajal, 1891), the dependence of spine density and size on the area and the species (Ramó n y Cajal, 1896a, 1899), and the larger size of dendritic appendages during development (Ramó n y Cajal, 1889 , 1933 . Ramó n y Cajal also proposed a physiological role for dendritic spines. In his opinion, dendritic spines served to increase the receptive surface (Ramó n y Cajal, 1896a). He also accepted the hypothesis of Berkley (1895) that dendritic spines were the points at which axons connected and discharged nervous impulse: "Do they represent the lines of charge or absorption of nerve impulses, as stated by Berkley? The latter opinion appears plausible to us. It reconciles well with our idea, expressed in another publication, namely that by virtue of the spines, dendritic branches increase their receptive surface and establish closer contacts with the axonal terminal arborization" (Ramó n y Cajal, 1899). Although the work of Gray (1959a,b) confirmed the hypothesis of Berkley, we still do not know the functional role of dendritic spines because excitatory synapses can also be made on dendritic shafts. It seems most likely that dendritic spines serve as biochemical compartments as has been proposed.
To reconstruct this Cajal neuron, we used an interactive light-microscope computer system for the three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction and did quantitative study of a neuron from layer III of young mouse cerebral cortex. Optic sections (1280 ϫ 1024 pixels) were taken from the preparation using a digital camera (DXM1200; Nikon, Tokyo, Japan), a motorized stage (ProScan H128; Prior Scientific, Rockland, MA), and a light microscope (Nikon Eclipse E600) with an oil immersion objective 100ϫ, numerical aperture (NA) 1.4. The structures were coded as 3D coordinates of selected points using the program Neuronal Coding (Freire, 1992) . With the program Neuronal Quantification, we measured the number of dendritic spines, their distance from the soma, and the sizes of the head and neck. Dendritic spines were classified as sessile, thin, mushroom, or branched spines. The code was converted with Persistence of Vision Raytracer (POV-Ray) for 3D rendering (Arellano and Freire, unpublished results).
The histological preparation (P80001) is a Golgi-impregnated slide from mouse cerebral cortex (Fig. 1) . Because of the density and size of dendritic appendages, we can assume that the mouse was older than 20 d. However, the preparation did not include the superior colliculus, a distinctive morphological feature of adult mouse. Thus, we only can conclude that the age of the mouse was between 20 and 45 d. The three-dimensional reconstruction of the pyramidal cell is shown in Figure 2. A detail of the dendritic spines of the original preparation and their coding is shown in Figure 3 . A movie of the neuron is shown in the supplemental data (available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The total number of dendritic spines and filopodia codified was 1563.
Distribution and density of dendritic spines
Spines were absent from soma and the origin of thick dendrites, but their number increased with distance from soma. On the basilar branches on the first 46.5 m, there was an increase of the mean number of spines from 2.64 spines/15.5 m to 12.47 spines/15.5 m, after which the distribution reached a plateau. The maximum density 13.66 spines/15.5 m was found on the interval 62-77.5 m. On the apical trunk, there were only three spines until the third oblique branch. The oblique branches of the apical trunk and the branches of the apical tuft had a density of dendritic spines similar to the basilar branches.
Size of dendritic spines and filopodia
The dendritic spines differed from filopodia especially in their size. The size of the pedunculated appendages was 1.43 Ϯ 0.6 (mean Ϯ SD). Most (81%) had a total length Ͻ2 m, 14.36% had a length from 2 to 3 m, and only 5.64% of pedunculated appendages had a length Ͼ3 m, which we considered to be filopodia. The sessile spines had a mean length of 0.42 Ϯ 0.21 m.
Head and neck size
The range of the head size was (0.01-1.31 m 2 ). There was a great heterogeneity of sizes. The area for the head of the pedunculated appendages was 0.18 Ϯ 0.20 (mean Ϯ SD). The sessile spines had an area of 0.17 Ϯ 0.13 (mean Ϯ SD). The range of the neck length was from null length (sessile spines) to 4.2 m, which corresponds to a filopodia. The mean was 0.90 Ϯ 0.51. The range of the neck width was from 0.11 to 0.95 m (mean of 0.23 Ϯ 0.13).
Dendritic appendages types
We classified the appendages in dendritic spines (sessile, thin, mushroom, and, branched) and dendritic filopodia (Fig.  4) . The different percentages were as follows: 64.7% thin, 16.8% sessile, 14.7% mushroom, 2.41% branched, and 1.39% dendritic filopodia. Few dendritic spines ended in an appendage or spinule. The distribution of these shapes did not follow any known pattern. The mushroom spines were sparsely distributed along the dendrites.
Discussion
Dendritic spines receive most of the excitatory impulses of a pyramidal cell, consistent with the information processing capacity of the neuron. The first correlation between the number of afferent fibers and the density of dendritic spines was made by Ramó n y Cajal (1896a).
The distribution of dendritic spines follows a known pattern. The proximal portions of apical and basal dendrites generally are devoid of spines and excitatory synapses, but many symmetric (inhibitory) synapses are found (AlonsoNanclares et al., 2004). Ramó n y Cajal (1896b) noted the lack of dendritic spines in the proximal portion of the dendrites and used it for proving that dendritic spines were real appendages and not silver nitrate precipitates.
The number of dendritic spines increases moving away from soma. In our analysis, the maximum density is lower than density found in human temporal cortex 14.19 spines/10 m (Benavides- Piccione et al., 2002) , as noted by Ramó n y Cajal (1909): "They vary also with the animal species, and we may state in general terms, that a cell with spiny processes in homologous nuclei has more spines, the higher the level of the subject in the animal series. Thus, as an example in vertebrates, the Purkinje cell of birds shows fewer spines than that of mammals." It implicates a higher capacity to process information by the pyramidal cells of human cerebral cortex.
We found a great variability in the total length of pedunculated appendages. Most of them (81%) have Ͻ2 m. There is a population of dendritic appendages (5.64%) longer than 3 m that we considered as filopodia. The rest of the population (14.36%) had an intermediate length (2-3 m); they could be filopodia transforming to dendritic spines (Daily and Smith, 1996) .
In our data, the percentage of thin spines was 65%. They had small heads (usually Ͻ0.15 m 2 ). One interesting issue is whether this population of thin dendritic spines makes stable and functional synapses to understand its synaptic plasticity. However, the strength of these synapses might be less powerful than those with big heads because the volume of the spine head is directly proportional to the size of the postsynaptic density (Freire, 1978) , the size of the presynaptic terminal (Špaèek and Hartmann, 1983; Peters, 1987) , the number of AMPA postsynaptic receptors (Nusser et al., 1998; Matsuzaki et al., 2001; Kasai et al., 2003) , the presynaptic number of docked synaptic vesicles, and the ready available pool of neurotransmitters (Špac ek and Hartmann, 1983; Harris and Stevens, 1989; Nusser et al., 1998; Schikorski and Stevens, 2001 ). In addition, small spines are more motile and unstable than bigger ones (Parnass et al., 2000; Grutzendler et al., 2002; Trachtenberg et al., 2002) . Taking these observations, Kasai et al. (2003) proposed that large spines (mushroom and sessile spines) codify synaptic memory, whereas small spines (filopodia and thin spines) serve as a source to create new synapses (synaptic learning).
Our percentage of spine categories was comparable with other studies in hippocampus, cerebral cortex, and cerebellum of rats of different ages (Peters and Kaiserman-Abramof, 1970; Harris et al., 1992; Lee et al., 2004) . These data suggest that the distribution of spine shapes is preserved in different cells and different areas. Recent experiments (Holtmat et al., 2005) have shown that the proportion of stable spines (usually mushroom) increases with age, whereas the proportion of unstable spines (usually thin spines) decreases with age. This change in dendritic spine stability with age might have functional consequences for the maturation of the neuron such as a reduction in synaptic plasticity.
We are beginning to understand the dendritic spine types in terms of its functional activity. Small spines could be "transient" and contribute to weak synaptic connections, whereas large spines could be "persistent" and contribute to strong synaptic connections. In the pyramidal neuron we studied, the percentage (66.7%) of small spines, thin type was bigger than the percentage (15.1%) of large spines, mushroom type. This could mean that the studied neuron was involved in a few stable circuits and retained most of its plastic or learning capabilities. Again, it is interesting to return to Ramó n y Cajal (1894), recalling that he introduced the term plasticity more than a century ago: ". . . Similar plasticity of the cellular expansions varies, probably at different ages: great in the young, it lowers in the adult and almost disappears in the ancient."
